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The Image of Fairfield

Townhouse boycott proposed
by Connie McKenna

The majority of the sophomore class
gathered in the Oakroom last Thursday to
discuss townhouse lottery procedures. John
Mancini, Vice-President of Student Life,
and Tom Kushner, also of FUSA, presented their views on the current allocation of
townhouses between the junior and senior
class. Both Mancini and Kushner are in
favor of "senior priority" in the townhouses,
a policy which would change the present
distribution rationof 70% seniors and 30%
juniors to 100% senior housing in the townhouses.

Sophomores were asked to boycott the townhouse lottery last Thursday.
[Photo by Karen Haney]

Board of Trustees meets
difficult for the university to maintain open
lines of communication. Mancini's commitThe Fairfield University Board of tee was designed to alleviate this problem
as it is comprised of one sophomore, five
Trustees met on campus this past Friday,
December 6. George W. Diffley, vice- juniors and two seniors.
Members of the Social Policy Planning
president of university advancement
remarked on the group's discussion of the Committee have worked to examine and
university's investments in South Africa. He redefine student social life. They have come
stated, "The minutes of the meeting have to the conclusion that students have differbeen prepared. However, the formal an- ent needs than they had four years ago.
nouncement must be reviewed by the Oakrooms alone will now not satisfy the
University Council before release. A state- average Fairfield student. Mancini attributes this change to the fact that "Fairfield
ment will be forthcoming."
In addition to its concern over invest- is now attracting a new breed of student."
ment, a three man subcommittee of the Creative programming which will consist
Board also gave its attention to the issue of of more lectures, films, dormitory activiStudent Life. The subcommittee included ties, and trips off campus will be increased.
Fr. Gonzalez, S.J. chairman of the subcom- In April, Mancini hopes to submit a documittee from University of Scranton, Fr. ment to the students, administration, and
McGeevey, S.J. of St. Peters College, and the Board reporting the findings of a poll
Charles Houston, a Fairfield alumnus to be taken on student interests.
Mancini was very pleased with the outworking with Georgetown. Following a
tour of WVOF, the Board met with mem- come of the meeting and commented, "If
bers of the Social Policy Planning Commit- there is any governing body which I have
tee, a standing committee of eight members seen in my four years experience tht is conformed by John Mancini, vice-president of cerned with student viewoints, it is the
Student Life, in order to aid in the commu- Board of Trustees. They have been very
nication between the administration and the open with us." The committee plans to meet
student body. Because FUSA changes its three more times over the remainder of the
president and Cabinet each year, it is often academic year.
by Denise Murphy

Mancini asserted that "those of you
(Sophomores) who support the 70/30 ratio must face the realization that there's a
good chance you'll never have the opportunity to live in a townhouse before you
leave Fairfield U." Waiting until senior year
to apply for a townhouse, says Mancini, "in-

sures that almost everyone who wants to
will get a townhouse for at least one year."
To effect the change which they advocate, Mancini and Kushner proposed a boycott of the townhouse lottery system by the
sophomore class. "A boycott will show Mr.
Schimpf and Student Services the real concern which the student have about the policy." says Kushner.
Kushner added that FUSA has been trying for two years to get the policy changed
but "By going through administrative channels we've achieved nothing." A boycott of
the lottery will "circumvent the system and
make actions speak louder than words," said
Kushner. Mancini adds, "FUSA and the administration realize that you're the class in
power, and we're not going anywhere
without your support."
The townhouse lottery will be held in
March, allowing time for the sophomore
class to "mull over and think about the ideas
and proposals we've made," stated Kushner.

Senior Week plans begin
by Kathryn King

Applications for Senior Week workers
are available now. Only two co-chairs,
about 27 sub-chairs and 80 workers will be
needed from the junior class, according to
Greg Morrison, graduate assistant.
Students can pick up applications at the
information booth or the campus center
office. The deadline for submitting them is
December 19th.
In the application, the student is asked to

list three references, involvement in activities, and G.P.A. "From these (applications), we will choose who we think should
have interviews for co-chairs," said Morrison. The decision will be made after
Christmas break.
The co-chairs will then choose the subchairs and committee workers. Senior
Week will be from Wednesday, May 14th
to Saturday, May 17th. "It will be pretty
much the same format as last year," said
Morrison.

WVOF to broadcast games
by Kathryn King

For the first time, WVOF will be broadcasting away basketball games. The Fairfield University Alumni Association is
sponsoring the broadcasting, according to
Richard Popilowski, director of Alumni
Relations.
WNAB has broadcast the basketball
games in the past but it went bankrupt and
no longer transmits. No other local radio
stations would broadcast the games so
Donald Cook, University Athletic Director, sent a proposal to the Alumni Association requesting support.

He said that the Alumni Board of Directors approved the sponsorship on December fourth. "This was really an emergency
situation," said Popilowski. "It was worm
our sponsoring it." There are 4,000 to 6,000
alumni in the listening area.
"We're paying the bulk of the expenses,"
said Popilowski. The first game broadcast
was at Brown. The Alumni Association is
donating $3,870 for all 14 away games.
"We felt strongly that students, alumni, and
friends of the university should be able to
hear the games." Bob Hueslser, who announced the games last year is also announcing this year's games.

Oak Room a success
by Cheryl Bassett

The lights went out, the crowd came to
life, and the Untouchables took the stage
before a sellout crowd in the Oak Room last
Friday night.
The Untouchables, a Los Angeles based
"American ska" group had just completed
a European tour. Brian Sutton, producer of
WVOF's Friday Afternoon Show, chose the
band after seeing them perform with UB-40
earlier this year. "I thought their reggaepunk style would be good music for an Oak
Room concert-dance, "said Sutton.
Kinetic Sect warmed up for The UntouchKinetic Sect the opening act for the Untouchables, played to a capacity crowd Friday night. ables with a variety of original "progres[Photo by Karen Haney] sive pop" tunes. The group from Fairfield

County returned for two encores in
response to the crowd's cheers.
Co-sponsors of the event, WVOF and the
MIRROR, were pleased with the sellout
even though they took a loss of about $800.
Almost 200 tickets had to be cut to allow
for the drinking "corral" which was elbow
to elbow, especially during the break between bands. Workers from the Stag-Her
Inn were in charge of the drinking section
Friday night. T.J. Paoletta, a security worker, reported no problems with the drinking policy in the Oak Room that night.
"Overall, it was a very successful event
for us, and we're glad we did it," said Steve
Humes, Editor-in-Chief of the MIRROR.
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Mapes hypnotizes Oak Room
by Dave Stoler

James Mapes, a self-taught hypnotist, appeared at the Oak Room this past Saturday
night amidst a standing room only crowd.
The event was sponsored by FUSA Arts
and Lectures. Jeff Ford, co-director of Arts
and Lectures commented, "We've never
sold out a non-alcoholic event on a Saturday night before." The relatively low two
dollar admission price could also be cited
as a factor as to why James Mapes drew
so well after a two year absence.
Mapes coame on stage around 8:10p.m.,
sporting a conservative jacket and tie. He
first addressed the audience by biting into
a lemon. Moments after he performed this
action, a man in attendance left his chair,
and proceeded towards the stage. This man
walked up on stage and took a seat near

audience on the feelings of biting into a lemon, a person would be inclined to walk
on stage and sleep. This was the first part
of the program which lasted two hours.
Mapes continued by having the whole audience take part in relaxing various parts
of the body. After this exercise ended after
ten minutes, Mapes asked the crowd to grip
together their hands as tightly as possible
while keeping their eyes closed. Then
Mapes proceeded to ask the crowd about
whether they could separate their hands on
the count of three. Presumably, each member of the audience was concentrating greatly on keeping his hands together. Those
who could not hold their hands together lost
concentration while Mapes was speaking. For those people who kept their hands
intact, Mapes asked if they would come
onto the stage. Initially, approximately 45
people were on stage. Then Mapes proceeded to weed out those people who he didn't Professors Henry Allinger and Suzanne Lyngaas of Fairfield University attending the Coopthink were hypnotized.
ers & Lybrand Foundation Curriculum Development Seminar are part of the Foundation's
Mapes reduced the field to about 12 peo- $8 million grant to help integrate technology into the college accounting curriculm.
ple. One of the things Mapes made them
do was to imagine being in a spaceship upon
a destination to the planet Venus. From
there, Mapes had these hypnotized humans
perform "The Twist" to the best of their
abilities.
Mapes told a female student that she
could not remember the number seven no
matter how hard she tried. When she counted to ten, she did omit the number seven.
Another male student had the optionjof
picking up over $500 from the floor. Mapes
said it weighed over 2,000 pounds. The student failed to pick up the money.
The final part of the show dealt with age
regression. At this point of the evening, the
field of hypnotized people was reduced to
three. Mapes made these three people
regress from nineteen to twelve to five years
To the Christmas party at townhouse 76
of age. He made each person sign his name.
and to all others who celebrated the holiThe differences in the signature (for the
To the thief who stole the tap at town- days this weekend. . .to the Gonzaga
varied ages) were large. Mapes concluded house 76... to security for their handling
Kamikazi party... this time the drinks werthe matter by explaining what he did and of the Kamikazi party. . .Come on,
en't firewater... to all those who came out
offered those who were interested a chance guys. .. 7 caught out of 150 is not too imfor the Untouchables Oak Room on Friday
to attend his workshop.
pressive ... to the house that went up in night. .. that's the way to boogie... to the
flames at the beach on Sunday afternoon, .to Alumni Association for sponsoring the
the crowded library due to upcoming finals. broadcasts of the away basketball games.

University Professors attend
Coopers & Lybrand's Seminar

Boos

Master hypnotist James Mapes.

Mapes, seemingly hypnotized. Mapes then
interviewed the man. He explained how he
saw Mapes two years ago, the last time the
hypnotist was at Fairfield. He explained that
if Mapes (and only Mapes), addressed an

Christmas Mass
The annual University Christmas Mass
will be held on Sunday, December 15th,
at 7 p.m. in the Gym. A collection will be
taken up at the Mass for a Scholarship Fund

for needy students. A reception will follow
in the Campus Center. We invite all to attend this community celebration.

See How We've Grown!

MONKEY

Cheers

STUDY IN EUROPE

The University of Louvain (est. 1425), Leuven, Belgium
offers
COMPLETE PROGRAMMES IN PHILOSOPHY FOR THE DEGREES OF
SLA. M-A., AND Ph.D. plus A JUNIOR YEAR ABROAD PROGRAMME

••/rite

All courses are in English
Tuition is 11.500 Belgium Franks (± $250)
Secreiary English Programmes
to:
<aro'-wal Meroerpiein 2. 8-3000 Lauven. Belgium

KULeuven
9-5:30

The Singing Telegram/Balloon Delivery Co.
So Much More Than Balloons!
* »-

Wed.
Thurs.

f

It's A Stocking Stuffed
For Heaven
Hundreds of Items

FAIRFIELD 259-1649
61 UNQUOWA ROAD

Visit our exciting Card. Gift & Party Shop
Featuring the finest in greeting cards, gilts, gilturaps,
stuffed animals potpourri, part\ goods, stationery and lots more

Precision • Cutting, Perming & Coloring
Expert • Nail and Make-up Application

• Balloon Deliveries • Gorillas • Clowns • Singing Telegrams
• Belly Dancers • Bunnies • >lale Strippers • I'anda Bears
• Magicians • Helium Tank Rentals • Decorations

^U /O XJLL any in store purchase with this card*
rreC i OStage Stamp with every greeting card you purchase
from our large selection,

(U.M

talid ..»htw-il ™rds)

1844 Post Rd. Fairfield, CT (off exit 21 1-95)
Fairfield
255-9896

Norwalk
852-1876

New Haven
787-1876

"nol valid *ith anv other discount, balloons & deliveries nul included

9-8

.

A CUT AHEAD

Precision Hair Cutters
for Men and Women

KINGSWAY CORNERS
320 KINGS HIGHWAY, FAIRFIELD, CT 06430
Hours: Tuesday thru Friday
10:00 A.M. to 8:00 P.M.
Saturday 9:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M.

333-7541
$2.00 off with Fairfield l.D.
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Editorials
One day to study
for two exams tomorrow.
As the fall semester draws to a close, activity becomes rapid and students have
to budget the short amount of time left in the year. For college students, the
Christmas season can be an extremely hectic as well as stressful time of the year.
Christmas shopping alone can be compared to a three ring circus, and to make
matters even more difficult, college students have finals to tackle as well. Final
exam grades in many cases have a great effect on an entire semester of hard
work. They can either raise our grades substantialy or lower our grades traumatically. Poor final exam grades would ruin not only your grades, but your GPA,
and Christmas vacation as well. We should be entitled a sufficient amount of
time to study for these crucial exams. At least three days would be an ample
amount of time to enable us to organize our notes, thoughts and emotions. We
however, have one single day to prepare ourselves for the most important tests
of the semester. If you are like most students, you probably don't have time to
read this article much less study for five final exams. Plus, many of us are also
confronted with last minute tests, quizzes, essays and term papers which have
been held back for the end of the semester. For students who have two exams
tomorrow, there is less than one day to study. Obviously the need for an extended period of time to study is imperative. The exams could be tackled with a decrease
in stress, and an increase in rational thinking, if we were provided with a sufficient amount of time.
Why does the administration find it beneficial to allot students with one day
for study time? Certainly, this would not provide an incentive, and would only
weaken student morale. The faculty could also benefit from these extra days;
they would have more time to prepare these exams, help students with last minute
questions and finish grading for the semester. Extra study days would give everyone
the needed time to draw an end to a sucessful year and enjoy the Christmas holidays.

—Letters—
Alumn recalls
Providence tragedy
To the Editor:
Aquinas Chapel, on the ground floor, was
December 13,1985 will mark the seventh being used as the morgue. Imagine seeing
anniversary of the dormitory fire at Provi- covered gurneys wheeled into "the morgue"
dence College. It was probably the biggest and not knowing who was under the shroud.
tragedy to ever affect a college campus. I Since Providence, like Fairfielsd, is small,
know-I lived through it.
there was a strong possibility that I knew
I am constantly reminded of the fire ev- at least one of the victims.
ery time I hear about the false alarms in the
Reality hit when I returned to my dorm
Fairfield University dorms. When the room to pack and go home. The ceiling had
alarms go off in Loyola, panic shoots collapsed and water was dripping from the
through my veins. Shortly before the fire fourth floor. I realized then that I could have
at P.C., several small fires and false alarms easily perished in the fire.
had been set in Aquinas Hall. When the real
alarms went off in the middle of the night,
A fire can hit Fairfield as easily as it envewe all took our sweet time getting out of loped my dorm at Providence. Hopefully
the building - after all, it was only another it will not take another inferno to convince
false alarm-we thought.
our students of the potential deadly conseMost of the women got out of the dorm. quences caused by such "college pranks."
Unfortunately, six died that night, three
Sincerely, Alice Haynes
died weeks later. It all happened so fast.
Career Counselor

Apathy questioned.
To the Editor:
In regards to Robin Kingston's article,
"The apathy of students," in your November 21st issue.
I would like to ask you a question Robinwho the hell do you think you are writing
an article calling Fairfield students apathetic? I would like to know what you've done
in your few short years at Fairfield to further the cause of justice for South African

blacks, end the arms race, or protest financial aid cuts by Reagan?
Your condescending, overly simplistic,
generalistic view of Fairfield students
demonstrates lazy journalism and ignorance
of the efforts of truly concerned students
on this campus which include members
from Student Outreach Services, the Cardianal Key Society, the Young Democrats,
the International Relations Club and others.
I would venture to guess, Robin, mat you

are a typical college student, that you're a
Preppie learning to be a Yuppie and that
mummy and daddy pay $ 12,000 to send you
here.
Next time use our campus medium more
responsibly and maturely-an article such
as the one you wrote really doesn't serve
any purpose but to unnecessarily cause bad
feelings.
Sincerely,
Abe Fischbein '88

and challenged
In response to "The apathy of students,"
I would like to challenge Robin Kingston
to list all the activities she has taken part
in to protest Reagan's financial aid cuts,
apartheid, the nuclear arms race, and
America's involvement in Central America in next week's issue of the Mirror .
Yours truly, Otto Jones, '86

Sadies' directors speak out
To the Editor:
We are writing this letter to substitute for
the lack of coverage of the Sadie Hawkins'
Dance by the Mirror. Although complimentary tickets were available for a Mirror
EDITORIAL BOARD

Editor-in-Chief
Managing Editor
Associate Editors
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Politics
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Arts and Entertainment
Sports
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Photography
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Editorial Page
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j 5iL
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Dcni.sc Murphy
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David Wunsch
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Robin Kingston
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reporter and his or her date, they failed to
make use of them. We feel that we should
have received coverage comparable to that
which was given to the Harvest Dance.
The Sadie Hawkins' Dance, sponsored by
Alpha Epsilon Delta, was held on Saturday,
November 23,1985 in the Campus Center.
The Main Dining Room was transformed
into a circus big top, creating an atmosphere
in keeping with the dance's theme. The
Commuters provided excellent entertainment all evening. They played best of the
Top 40 including songs from such artists
as Pat Benatar, Bryan Adams, and the
Police. They also played some 60's rock as
well as some original compositions.
Although there was some controversy
about the dance being run on only one floor
unlike the past, it did not sell out. However,
it ran successfully, and everyone seemed
to have a good time. Both Alpha Epsilon
Delta and the Campus Center Staff were
pleased with the outcome.
Christa Lamy - President A.E.D.
Paul Bujanauskas - Vice President

Initiative Encouraged
To the Editor: Apathy. Why is it that every time I hear this word, I think of the students here at Fairfield? Could it be from
lack of self-respect?
To get anything changed or done on campus we must deal with the administration.
Yet, students are afraid to confront the people who can make the changes. True, it is
tough to deal with the administration, but
it must be done. The seniors realized this
when the organization began for "186
Nights". In this instance, the administration
only presented problems, not solutions, to

the goal.
The student body must realize that the
more we allow the adminstration to dictate
policy to us, the less power we will have
in future decisions. The student body is the
source of income for this university. Many
times this fact is forgotten. Therefore, we
should voice our opinions, so as to have
more power over matters that concern us.
We are letting power slip out of our hands
and this power will never be given back to
us once it is given to the administration .
Sincerely, Charlie Butt '86.

,IS P900F POSITIVE
THAT AMERICANS ALWAYS
USE DEFENSIVE WEAPON
OFFENSIVELY//

LOST: GOLD RING
—last week in or between
Canisius and the Campus
Center
SENTIMENTAL VALUE
If you found it, please call
Karen at
259-4046—Thanks.

-*£**M&>*
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Politics
One townhouse policies and proposals
by Robin Kingston
Who has the right to townhouses? Last
Thursday night, a meeting was held to discuss this hot issue with the sophomore class.
Do Juniors have a right to the townhouses?
Or, should they be a Senior privilege?
As it stands now, 70% of the townhouses
are given to Seniors, 30% to Juniors. Under this system, only 20% of Juniors who
apply for the 22 townhouses available to
them actually get them; last year, only 40%
of applying Seniors got the 52 townhouses
they are allotted. According to John Mancini, speaker at the meeting, if townhouses
were a Senior privilege, every Senior applying for a townhouse would "almost assuredly" receive one.
Mancini bases his judgement on the fact
that in the past two years, less than 74 sets
of 4-would-be-Seniors applied for the 74
townhouses. Last year, in fact, he said that
if the townhouses were a Senior privilege,
every Senior group applying for them
would have gotten them, and there would
have even been four townhouses left over.
Mancini admits that he cannot predict the

number of Seniors who will want townhouses in the future, but he contends that
if the number remains at the present level,
every applying Senior will receive a
townhouse.
What exactly does Senior privilege
mean? It means that townhouses would be
given first to Seniors and then to Juniors
if there were any left over. Senior privilege
also means that at least 3 of the 4 housemates would have to be Seniors, but that
the fourth could be a Junior.
A key factor in the heated debate is the
elimination of squatter's rights this year.
Juniors who have townhouses don't have
rights over them for Senior year any more.
As Seniors, they would have to reapply for
a house. Chances of entering the lottery
twice and winning twice are very slim.
Juniors who lose townhouses for Senior
year will have to move back to the dorms
or go out to the beach.
The beach is another aspect of the townhouse issue. As of this year, students who
did not get a townhouse Junior year are allowed to move off campus to the beach and
then enter the townhouse lottery Senior

year. Prior to this year, students who moved
off campus were not allowed to later reapply for on campus housing.
The 70/30 split causes a problem for the
University, now that the drinking age is 21.
Most Juniors are now minors. For this reason, kegs may be banned and the townhouses declared dry, as is the rest of the
campus. What are townhouses without keg
parties, though? If only Seniors were allowed to own townhouses, virtually all
townhouse residents would be of age. Kegs
would not have to be banned then. This
alone is a very persuasive argument to institute a Senior privilege.
Housing the 88 Juniors who would not
be living in the townhouses could also
present a problem for the University. This
fall, incoming freshman were housed in
lounges due to a shortage of rooms. The
placement of additional Juniors, who would
probably number less than 88 as some
would move to the beach, could prove
difficult. It is a concern that the administration must solve, while taking the interests
of the students into consideration.
Students are concerned how the new

regulation allowing beach residents back on
campus would effect the townhouse lottery
for Seniors. Previously, they were not allowed in the lottery, but with the new allowance, the number of those applying for
townhouses would increase. The "almost
assured" guarantee of getting a townhouse
that Mancini spoke of with a Senior priority could be eliminated. Mancini criticized
this argument against a Senior priority as
hypothetical. Such an argument must be
hypothetical, though, because the situation
has never existed at the present proportions
before.
When built, the townhouses were a
Senior privilege. The 70/30 split came
about as an administrative decision, which
the students were not consulted about, when
the additional units were built. The University felt that not enough Seniors would be
interested in the new units, so it opened the
units up to Juniors.
Last year, surveys showing that a Senior
privilege was preferred were turned in to
Housing. As was stated at the meeting, "the
administration will not be threatened by
paper."

The world of American Politics
by Lisa Boyne
Although food prices have risen over the
last few years, the increase has not been able
to match the overall rate of inflation. Many
economists say this gap is mainly caused
by stebacks farmers have suffered in the
prices they receive.
Other economists argue that it is directly
traceable to the overabundance of food the
farmers are producing. Mark Drabensttot,
an economist with the Federal Reserve
Bank commented, 'We are seeing a worldwide situation of excess supply and that is
keeping the cost of food in check.'
'What that means,' said Dwight Roth, a
farmer in Harrisonville, 'is that the American consumer has been getting a bargain
and it comes straight out of the pockets of
the farmers.'

Studies say military isn't ready for
casualties:
Two long-classified Pentagon reports
which were made available November 23,
which reported the United States military
commands in Europe and the Pacific region
are faced with a range of problems that
would prevent them from providing adequate medical care to casualties in wartime.
Many members of the House and Senate
have concealed that the reports have been
kept secret to prevent military embarrassment and frighten military personnel concerned with their safety during wartime.
Other reports reviewing medical readiness
in the Pacific Command charged that 'the
readiness of existing units is so low' and that
some of the units were so scarce of medical supplies that they could not operate.
Secrets for sale:
So many Federal employees are selling

American secrets to foreign nations that we
are now facing a secrets shortage. In the
past few weeks, in an attempt to crack down
on the secrets leak, authorities have arrested both active and retired government workers who are selling secrets to China, Israel
and the Soviet Union.
School guidance counselors are now
reporting a sharp decline in the number of
students interested in careers in the Federal work force. To fight the threat of drastic
decline of the Federal payroll, President
Reagan set up a comission on the inpending disaster which creates new secrets faster
than the government workers can sell them.
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One of these secrets was presented to Reagan at the comission's first meeting. The
secret involving joint specifications created for the Housing and Urban Development, was sold the night before for $250
to agents from Chad by an H.U.D. janitor
who needed two new snowtires.
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7.000 - 88 89
6.000- 101 SB
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with Fairfield University
I.D.
LAYAWAY NOW
FOR
CHRISTMAS
14K Gold
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CALL TODAY FOR AN APPLICATION!
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1-201-S22-07W (Out-of-State!
Supported and Admniittrfd by the

Bracelets

| CAR CARRIER SERVICE |
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DISC & DRUM BRAKE SERVICE
STATE INSPECTION STATION # T30I7

Rings

r

Earrings

1547 Post Ftd.
259-4895

COMmCTICUT HIGHER BDOCATIOa SUPPLEMENTAL LOAM AUTHORITY
An Agency Created By The State Legnlatute

24 HR. TOWING & ROAD SERVICE

Visa, MC
Amex

372-7859

2405 BLACK ROCK TNPKE., FAIRFIELD

No other sale prices apply
offer expires 12-25-85

Buy 1 Hot
Fudge Sundae
Get 1 Free

lire* 9:30-5:30'Monday—Saturday
Q-Qfl-I-l'Qn'Mrtnrlax/ CaturHaw
Hours:

203-255-2797
11 Unquowa Rd. at Corner of Rt. 1
FAIRFIELD CONNECTICUT 06430
Christmas Gift Items • Exclusive—School Teddy Bears
CRAFT SUPPLIES • STAINED GLASS • CANING
PULLOVER SWEATERS AT FACTORY PRICES FOR BOTH MEN AND WOMEN
NEEDLECRAFTS • JEWELRY SUPPLIES • STENCILING
10% discount with F.U. ID

(with this coupon)

'Best Homemade Ice Cream in Fairfield'
70 Reef Road., Fairfield

259-6944

Studying for Finals?
Take a break and
come to Allington's!
Oiler expires December 24
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The day the Naut died
by Matthew Mullen

"The Naut is not," said a lonely old man
walking-no, winding-down a grey sidewalk. I heard his words and all life dripped
and slowly poured out of my veins. Alarm
rung in my ears. The place is only a bar.
Plenty of other bars just as good, actually
better. I didn't care. No one will miss the
place except a few regulars. But I still had
a real strong but dull pain pounding through
my body. The grey old man kept winding
and I travelled in the opposite direction, for
one last look at the Naut.
The December wind chilled my skin as
the heavy sky weighed down upon the
earth's spirits. And here was the Nautilus
in dull white and cheerless blue relaxing
where it has always lazily reclined. Children had filled its humble walls so many
times, so many years, with so many
memories. The Naut had character beyond

the people who worked in it, or the people
one met in it. Beyond the emotions of the
"early sloppy" decor, the Naut had a feeling one could almost reach out and touch.
Comfortable like a worn sneaker - a living
room with a bar - that's all it was. Emotions
like a grey Saturday surrounded it - a grey
Saturday where one's excitement was greater than the building's dull walls.
The Naut was a good bar; unpretentious,
soothing, invigorating. But it was gone like
a cool July breeze that comforts you for just
a minute. A plastic cup clanked on by in
the wind, seemingly certain of its destination. Some things are closer to their source
than others. The grey old man told the
world the news. In the streets the children
screamed, the campus cried and no one
dreamed. But not a word was spoken, the
beer bottles were all broken. But something
touched me deep inside the day the Naut
died.

Honeywell offers $10,000 to science fiction writers
by Nancy Cusack

two essays, write about significant develop- well Futuristic Awards ceremony on Februments in any two of the following subject ary 28, 1986.
Today, we laugh at some of the old, areas: l)Eiectronic Communications,
Before you get discouraged thinking your
science fiction movies and books that still 2)Energy, 3)Aerospace, 4)Computer chances of winning are more unlikely that
seem outlandish, while some other futuris- Science, 5)Manufacturing Automation, the Starship Enterprise landing on Campitic works may make us shudder at their un- 6)Office Automation. For the third essay, on field, keep in mind that last year only
canny accuracy so far. None of the people write about the societal impact of the 600 students entered the contest. The odds
who created these visions of the future knew changes you've predicted.
of winning aren't all that outrageous. Timohow much of their conjecture would come
Just about any full-time student here can thy Hanks of Montana State University, a
to pass. How could they? They simply al- enter. Exceptions are employees of Honey1984 winner, heard of the contest just a
lowed themselves the freedom of creative well and their immediate families, faculty . week before the deadline. A "poor and
thought; the fun of taking a leap into the members, previous winners and those who starving college student," Hanks wrote all
future.
are presently associated with this compe- three essays in just six hours. His $2,000
Now students have the opportunity to win tition.
award was a happy surprise.
up to $10,000 with their wildest, futuristic
Honeywell selects 10 winners. One will
To enter, type your name, address, colimaginings through the fourth annual win $10,000, while each of the remaining lege and declared major on an 8 and a 1/2
Honeywell Futuristic Awards Competition. nine gets $2,000. All the winners will be by 11 inch sheet of paper. Each of the three
Think about the world 25 years from now. offered a paid summer internship at Honey- essays should be either typed (doubleThen put your ideas on paper, in three es- well, and will receive an all-expenses-paid spaced), or neatly handwritten, on separate
says of 500 to 750 words each. For the first trip for two to Minneapolis for the Honey- sheets, without your name on the top. All

sheets should be stapled together and sent
unfolded, to: Honeywill Futurist Award;
Competition.
P.O. Box 2010
600 South County Road 18
Minneapolis, MN 55426
All entries must be postmarked no late:
than December 31, 1985. Honeywell is no
responsible for lost, stolen, or late entries
For more details and contest rules, write
the above address or call toll free
1-800-328-5111, extension 1523.
So if you planned to make a little extrt
money over Christmas to pay for spring
break this year, give it a shot. The prize
money alone should be enough to motivate
any poor and starving college students tc
explore the furthest depths of their minds,
and let their imagination go.

UNITED PARCEL
SERVICE
PART-TIME

WORK*$8.00/HR.
Loading/Unloading
Monday thru Friday
Female or Male
Stratford or Norwalk

12:00 p.m.-4:00 p.m.
10:30 p.m.-2:30 a.m.

5:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m
4:00 a.m.-8:00 a.m

Apply in person at:
THE CAREER PLANNING CENTER (LOYOLA HALL)
WEDS. FROM 5:00-7:00 p.m.
OR
UNITED PARCEL SERVICE
1010 HONEYSPOT ROAD, STRATFORD, CT
MONDAYS FROM: 9:30-11:00 A.M.
AND
1:30-4:00 P.M.
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Anlnt
by Joe Draper

Xlv^>

"Come in, come in. Don't usually get too
many visitors this time of year, eh?" Santa
Claus smiled and led me to the fireplace.
While a little younger than I had expected
(i.e. No where near retirement), his voice
carried that old-Yukon-Bobsledding
champ-let's-all-get-frostbite-and-laughresona nee. Each sentence punctuated with
the proverbial "eh?"
Arriving at S.C. Mansion Northi, I was
more that a little excited. Heck, it was Friday night. Even elves are looking for a little action (teehee). But more so here I was
face to face with the guy who was comin'
to town, run over grandma and stealing all
the fig newtons. Who was this superhero
who gave my sister the Partridge Family
soundtrack and me an SST racer.
Santa hadn't gone public since the announcement of a ninth reindeer a generation ago. How had things changed since the
beginning of time, I wondereded? Had Silicon Valley finally made three foot workers
obsolete? This Christmas we wanted to roll
back the Persian rug of time to when the
trees were real and the snow was free. To
a time before a finals when .the month of
December meant a party in Mrs. Edmond's
class where the janitor puts on a red suit
and beard and gives out loads of candy
canes. Would Rudolph lead the gang or
would the Space Shuttle carry Santa?
Would Federal Express deliver the Masters
of the Universe absolutely positively?
Originally it was planned to give him the
Mike Wallace spin dry interview. "So Mr.
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"So Mr.

Claus, if that is who you really are, you added the red flashlight over there NOT because it was foggy that night but because
Donner and Blitzen had dipped into the eggnog a little early and you didn't think they'd
pull through." or "I have it on good authority
that you prevented the elves from going to
Florida for spring break. Afraid they may
discover that not everybody makes Jackin-the-boxes and toboggans.
But hey this is Santa Claus guys. Every
year he pulls it off. On just one night he
visits every home on Earth and nobody sees
him. My friend Matt says he saw him sneaking off from a Toga party with the last bag
of pretzels one time, but then again, Matt
says the Pilgrims invented Wiffle ball.
"Yep, things definitely have changed
since the big bang. Golly in the beginning
there wasn't much to the job. Thog and Zugga weren't much into writing me. I had to
kinda use my imagination. The match I gave
'em one year REALLY caught on hohohoho." Santa has a sense of humor, great.
"Anyhow I tried to get the ball rolling
another time. Hohohoho..." Amusing Mr.
Claus, Can I help you off the floor now?
"Yes, thanks. Now where was I? Oh
yeah, the Neanderthals. A couple of spears
and that was about it. Pytraneo and Rexalto were a different sort. They were much
more into style. Gold breastplates, lots of
capes and occasionally a harp.
"Now Ephram and Hickson were good
lads. All they wanted was some oregano and
a nice cup of good hot tea. Fine boys."
That's nice Mr. C. but what about today?

This zapped the nostalgiaVight out of him.
"Whew! Toootally different ballgame.
Telemarketing, a Watts line, Computers,
VCR's, Video Games. Who ever thought
I'd be in competition with Coleco? Do you
know how hard it is to find skilled labor
under three feet!?" Guess I'd never thought
about it.
"Of course not." With that he jumped out
of his chair, grabbed a poker and started
playing with the fire. "Now we need technicians, marketing tests, promotions to let
people know that I'm coming" Turning
around he put his face too close to mine.
"You think these red cheeks are legit?
Here, feel 'em." To my surprise a gooey
paste stuck between my fingers. Was there
a story here afterall?
"Avon has been painting me for years.
Here check out these red paints." Calvin
Klein was etched across Santa's derriere.
"Gosh darn it, I've got nothing on but these
silly signature slacks!" This was big news.
"Hey, I don't want to get you down but
whatever happened to wooden horsies and
Barbi and Ken? No one even wants a Tonka fire engine."
Running over to an IBM terminal he
grabs the top couple of printouts.
"Want to see some of this year's beauties?" Sure.
"Susie Roadhouse wants shuttle buses to
Smedley's and Gwendoline Duplex is begging me to bring their condo to Newport
Beach. You ask nine reindeer to carry that
brewery 3,000 miles because I sure won't.
But here this one takes the snowball." He
handed me a Western Union dispatch.

"Naut gone STOP. Sobriety spreading
STOP. Would like reopening as early
XMAS present STOP. Top Priority! STOP.
Signed FUSA.
"What do they think I am? It wasn't me
that parted the seas!" I nodded in agreement,
fighting back the tears of this shattering
reality. What type of life would there be
After Naut (A.N.)? Where would I find my
twelve year old dream girl?
(Editor's note: The Mirror staff would debate long and furiously about the implications of releasing this story just before
exams. We hope that no harm is brought
to the community for this is indeed a sensitive topic.)
Santa did see how this crushed me. "Hey
now, the old Saint Nick can still do some
pretty amazing things. I bet you beach boys
could really go for some coal this year." He
read my mind. After 785 kegs and a dozen
tuna melts there isn't much left over for
heat. "And how about some pastel togas?"
Welcome to the 80's, Santa. How about
commercial-free MTV? I knew that wasn't
possible but maybe just maybe life A.N.
wouldn't be so threatening afterall.
"No things are going very well for you."
You got that right.
"You know, after all these years I still get
a kick out of giving presents to all the kids.
I just hope I don't forget anyone."
He led me to the door.
"Well my boy, it's time to grease the
sleigh and spread some good cheer. Merry
Christmas."
Merry Christmas to you Santa. Would
you like New COKE with your fig newtons?
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Arts & Entertainment
Hackman and Dillon hit mark with Target
by Ken Jordan
out of a movie, I figured I'd give it a shot.
When I think back to my high school
I wasn't disappointed. The movie opens
years, I recall the types of movies that I up in Dallas, where we find Hackman's son,
often enjoyed: Porky's, Fast Times at Ridg- played by Dillon, working at a stock car
emont High, and other such bare-skinned racing track while lying underneath an auflicks. It never would have crossed my mind tomobile. Father and son return home to
to take a roadtrip to the local theatre to see take mom, played by Gayle Hunnicutt, to
a film entitled Target, starring Gene Hack- the airport, where she leaves for a vacation
man, Matt Dillon, and Gayle Hunnicutt. in France.
First of all, there were no Phoebe Cates or
What happens next sets the rest of the
Brook Shields-type leading ladies, and se- movie into motion. In the early morning
condly, the film actually seemed to have a hours, Hackman gets a call from the
plot. So, now having finally realized that authorities notifying him that his wife was
I would like to get my five dollars' worth missing. Father and son hop the next plane

to France, and the movie heats up at the terminal there, where one man is killed and
Hackman narrowly escapes death.
Without giving away the plot, I will just
say that the movie does have a very gripping storyline. We find out that Hackman
was involved with the CIA before he was
married, and had made many an enemy in
Europe. The setting moves to Berlin, where
we meet an old German ex-Intelligence
man, who eventually helps Hackman get his
man.
The key to the movie is the relationship
between Hackman and Dillon, which
changes tremendously as the film progress-

es. When the son finds out that his father
was once a member of the CIA, his attitude
towards him changed completely. Having
once thought of his father as a simple,
every-day blue-collar worker, Dillon is
shocked when he discovers his dad is anything but ordinary, and that he has two
different parties out to get his hide.
I can honestly say that there aren't too
many two-hour movies I can sit through
without becoming a bit bored, but this was
one of them. Excellent cast, superior plot,
and a great production job overall. Definitely a must-see. It's time to put Pee-Wee and
Jeff Spiccoli in the past.

A healthy cure
by Robert Amoroso

FAIRFIELD TRADING POST
10% OFF

with coupon and Student I.D. • Coupon expires 12-31-85

ARMY and NAVY 100% WOOL SURPLUS PANTS
CAMOUFLAGE CLOTHING • EASTPAK
RAG WOOL SOCKS, HATS, GLOVES

i—

1580 Post Road, Fairfield • 259-3498
Exit 21 Conn. Tpke • Friday Nite 'til 9 p.m.

Trident Records
Best Selection of Posters,
Used Lps priced from $.99 to 2.98
Maxell, TDK & Sony

255-1838

57 Unquowa Rd.
Fairfield, Conn. 06430

(Galleria Bldg. in back of Herrell's)
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tion whereby Smith portrays the martyr role
to a tee. The rest of the LP certainly has
Robert Smith's melodrama has always its moments, but there are some holes. "The
been a most welcome addition to the music Baby Screams" is, above all, tremedously
world. The Cure has always possessed the haunting composition. "Sinking" is a fine
quality of being hypersensitive, but hand- display of agony on the part of Mr. Smith.
somely so. For all of you trivia buffs, The The keyboard overlays project this one into
Cure was one of the first bands who came a moody motivator. "Kyoto Song," with its
over from the second British Invasion of Oriental feel, is uninspiring and ploddingthe late 1970's. Their latest, The Head on ly slow. "Six Different Ways" is well done,
the Door, keeps them atop of most other probably the second best song off the
bands of their genre. Despite the fact that record. Yet there is no viable excuse for
everything they play seems to rest upon life a song like "Screw," a most innocuous waste
and death, they still maintain an elevated of album space. With the ups and downs
level of excellence.
off The Head on the Door, the LP is highly
substantial.
One of the few problems with The Head
The Cure has matured with this record,
on the Door is the song, "In Between Days." even if they have been around for so long.
The song is so incredibly grand it makes The Cure has put together some killer tunes
the rest of the album pale in comparison. in the past and this LP will fit into their cata"In Between Days" has Smith shine like he logue quite nicely. Though The Head on the
did when "Boys Don't Cry" was pressed on Door is inevitably superior, it fails to have
vinyl. Both songs are similar in construc- the makings of a classic.

Wonderous stories
by Robert Amoroso
I apologize for having "WS" a bit shorter than usual last week... It was not because
I'm running out of things to say, it was simply because of miscalculations of space on
my part... In the Wild Rumor Department: Fleetwood Mac will have an LP out around
June. . .This may mean Stevie Nicks will not tour solo to support her new Rock a Litt/erecord... Also, I'm predicting Boston will have an LP by January. . . Supposed all of
the lawsuits are settled and the record is ready for distribution... It is said to be up-todate, but still containing the elements that made Boston what they were. . .Billy Idol
(who is not deceased) had his new record delayed from November to February because
Chrysalis Records wants to avoid having this record compete with all of the "Greatest
Hits" packages that frequently come out around Christmas time.... Peter Gabriel, probably my favorite musical personality, will have his long-awaited record out around
March... Tempus Fugit

WHI KEG BEER TASTES BETTER THAN COOKED BEER.
Ask most beer drinkers, and they'll likely agree:
draft taste in a bottle. A beer specially cold-filtered
nothing tastes better than beer from a keg.
instead of cooked, so it tastes like it was drawn straight
Ever since the days of Frederic Miller's original Plank from the keg.
Road Brewery, keg beer has always been fresher. That's
Plank Road Original Draught.
Keg beer in a bottle.
because it isn't cooked to preserve it like most bottled
and canned beers.
Well, now there's a beer that delivers that same fresh
Original Draught ™
C198S Miller Brewing Co.. Milwaukee. WI

PLANKRQAD
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It's never too late for a cure

by Shireen Rustom

Do you remember Halloween 1985?
Come on —you remember. There was this
concert at the Palace in New Haven. That's
right, you've got it now. It was The Cure,
wasn't it? Do you still want to hear how it
was? I know, I know —took me long
enough, but better late than never, so here
goes.
I seem to recall them starting very late,
but the scoping was so amazing, I don't even
care. Major people watching. I had never
seen The Cure before—not even a picture.
I could hardly remember Robert Smith's face
from the "Let's Go to Bed" video, so I have
to admit, I didn't know it was them when
they took the stage. I figured it was an opening band or something. They looked extremely freaky. I've never seen hair like
Simon Gallup's. The bassist had a do like
an umbrella with rain falling from it. You
couldn't see his face. It was wild. Smith had

the same, only much shorter and Tolhurst,
Thompson and Williams were almost normal. I actually had an argument as to
whether Thompson was a man or not. His
pink-ribboned hair and flouncy blouse were
very deceiving. But that's enough of that.
The band opened up with "The Baby
Screams" off their new album, The Head
on the Door. It was an amazing beginning.
The fast pace of this song was played up
by some really great lighting tricks. The
strobe lights were flailing all around to the
rhythm of the guitar and they all raised
together along with one of Smith's intoxicating screams. It was very effective.

Time has made me forget the order of the
rest of the songs—Tina, a friend of mine,
and I tried to memorize it, but so much of
the material was off of very early Cure albums, we didn't even know half the songs.
The Cure tune most people are familiar
with-"Let's Go to Bed" was played much

too quickly. They didn't even play "The
Lovecats." What they seemed to be concentrating on most was very new and very old
material. They played everything off of the
new album.
The band's dance-club-popular "In between Days" was excellent. There's something about that song that lifts your
spirits - it's definitely not the lyrics, which
are depressing if anything—so it must be
the incredible guitar work. It's impossible
not to move to the percussion in "Close to
Me." It's beat is so ftinky, so danceable that
you find yourself moving. "Kyoto Song,"
with its Japanese tone, was accompanied
by floor smoke and eerie backlighting, the
same lighting used during "Push," a recent
screamer. "Three Imaginary Boys," off of
Boys Don't Cry, was the song to sit down
for. Boring. "10:15 Saturday Night" was
a toe-tapper, but the grinding guitar solo
in the middle could make your fillings fall
out. Ouch. Smith remained slightly coma-

tose throughout the set, only occasionally
cracking a sly smile during "Screw". He
also made suggestive arm motions to go
along with the lyrics.
Thompson's keyboards went out for "The
Walk." This was disappointing because the
character of the whole song was lost. The
saving grace of The Cure's live show was
the power in Smith's voice. He definitely
has one of the most pure and intriguing
voices in "new" music. My main disappointment was the avoidance of Japanese
Whispers, there are a lot of sings on that
album that I was dying to hear. On the
whole, what they played, they played well.
What they left out was missed. Qualitywise, it was a very good show. There's no
knocking the talent of this band—especially
the guitar work. But, for some reason, I left
feeling disappointed. Maybe it had something to do with the absence of "The
Lovecats." That song is so wonderfully,
wonderfully, wonderfully pretty.

The Ramones in Brooklyn
by Marco Pavia

Ten years ago, a punk band from Long
Island ventured on to jolly England and ignited an explosion, the likes of which have
never been seen before by man. This musical explosion was punk-rock, something
very new to the gay British hoi polloi at the
time. Groups such as Supertramp, ELO,
and Fleetwood Mac suddenly meant nothing to the English youth. New groups
emerged such as The Sex Pistols, The
Clash, and The Jam, often using vulgarity
and blasphemy while proclaiming messages
of political and social change. This all started ten years ago. The Long Island punk
band which lit the fuse are The Ramones.
So while you were just finishing to digest
your turkey, my friend Chris and I were
fighting for our lives. We were at L'Amour,

&

anxiously waiting for the start of the show.
We also were the only things wedged between the slam dancing, spike haired, head
banging crowd and the quite solid stage,
which didn't seem to move no matter how
hard we were being squished against it by
the rowdy crowd trying to get up front.
Reagan Youth, a New York City hardcore band, opened the show, Lead singer
Dave Insurgent walked out proclaiming "the
gospel of Reagan Youth against Jerry Falwell" and seemingly against religion, the
Pope, and even the crowd (who were shouting for The Ramones.) This didn't matter
to Reagan Youth, for they are true anarchists. They played three songs from their
EP: "Gonowhere", "I Hate Hate!", and
"Reagan Youth." The lead singer, jumping
around, mock praying on his knees, and
shaking the locks in his hair as if he had

fleas, continued with Black Sabbath's "War take was when Dee Dee would say
Pigs", and a Motorhead tune "Ace of "1,2,3,4,..." Picking up a baseball bat,
Spades." Finally, Reagan Youth left the Joey sang "Beat on the Brat," pointing at
stage.
certain people in the crowd who were tryAfter waiting about 45 minutes, fog be- ing to jump up on the stage. A blink of the
gan to roll out toward the audience from eye later, The Ramones played "The KKK
the stage. A split second later, the loud Took My Baby Away," "Judy is a Punk",
thrashing guitar noise of Johnny Ramone's and "Rock and Roll High School."
Next, Dee Dee took to the microphone
guitar led The Ramones out on stage to the
tune of "Durango 95," off their most recent and sang "War Hog," with new drummer
album, Too Tough To Die. This song led Richie Ramone singing the chorus.
right into "Blitzkrieg Bop" with the whole
crowd yelling "Hey, ho, let's go!" Lead
A short while after, Joey and company
singer Joey Ramone, who doesn't say much came back on to do some encores, includduring a concert, said, "It's good to be back ing "California Sun" and "Pinhead."
here in Brooklyn-take it Dee Dee." And
The Ramones finally left, and Chris and
Dee Dee Ramone, the bassist, followed, I each gave a little smile as we felt victori"1,2,3,4,..." right into "Psycho Therapy." ous in keeping our positions right up against
Dressed in all black leather jackets, jeans, the stage. With our ears ringing, we left
and sneakers, the only break they would L'Amour, and headed for home, concert.
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LISTEN . . . AND YOU'LL SEE
For Every Music Lover...For Every Budget.
Plus ■ . . THE FASTEST, LEAST EXPENSIVE
REPAIRS IN THE AREA.
90
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Over 80 brands serviced by ^AXfj
factory-trained technicians.
Most repairs done on premises.

CAR STEREOS
Sanyo High Power with auto
reverse

DECKS
Technics, Metal tape, Dolby B & C
Now $139.95
JVC Metal tape, Dolby B, soft touch
operation.
Now $99.95
Harman Kardon .solenoid, metal tape,
Dolby
Now $229.95
JVC 2 motor, computer controlled logic,
Dolby B & C, tape scan.
Now $139.95

TURNTABLES

$89.95

Mitsubishi auto-reverse, pushbuttons,
and 4-way fader.
$189.95
Panasonic AM/FM cassette.
Great FM.

*a*9

CAR SYSTEMS
Panasonic Digital AM/FM Cassette,
separate bass & treble with a pair of
6x9 coaxial Panasonic
speakers
$299 installed
Sanyo High Power, Auto-Reverse
AM/FM Cassette with a pair of 4"
speakers
$149.95 installed

$119.95

Sanyo High Power, 4-way fader, autoreverse, loudness control.
$129.95
Panasonic Auto reverse with pushbuttons.
$159.95
Pioneer AM/FM Cassette, separate
bass & treble, pushbuttons
$179.95
Pioneer AM/FM Digital Cassette, with
18 presets
$199.95

Panasonic AM/FM Digital Cassette,
Technics belt drive, semi-automatic
auto-reverse, 4-way fader
$219.95
Now $79.95
Mitsubishi AM/FM Digital Cassette,
Sony semi-automatic, belt drive
4-way fader, auto-reverse
$239.95
Now $99.95
Panasonic AM/FM Digital Cassette,
Harman Kardon semi-automatic, belt
Separate bass & treble, Dolby, autodrive. BEST BUY!!
$139.95 reverse
$249.95
Bang & Olufson fully automatic, belt
drive
Now $199.95

*Ufc..

Pioneer AM/FM Cassette, separate
bass & treble, pushbuttons, with a pair
of 6" speakers
$229.95 installed
Pioneer AM/FM Digital Cassette, 18
presets with a pair of Panasonic 6"
coaxial speakers
$279.95 installed
Mitsubishi AM/FM Cassette, autoreverse, digital 4-speaker fader with a
pair of 6x9 Panasonic coaxial speakers
$329.95 installed
Panasonic Supreme Series AM/FM
Cassette with auto-reverse and pushbuttons, with a pair of 6" Panasonic coaxial speakers
$239.95 installed
Mitsubishi AM/FM Digital Cassette,
separate bass & treble, dolby, with a
separate 100 watt amp.
Mitsubishi's Best!
$389.95

FREE INSTALLATION with any car
stereo and two speakers

//ADVENT
RECEIVERS
Harman Kardon 20 watts per channel,
discrete circuitry
Now $199.95
Sony 25 watts per channel, digital
AM/FM
Now $169.95
JVC 40 watts per channel digital w/16
presets, 5 band graphic equalizer, acoustic
expander, video ready.
Now $179.95
JVC 25 watts per channel, digital w/16
presets, auto loudness, speaker switch, 2
pairs of spkrs.
Now $13995
Technics 25 watts per channel, AM/FM
digital
Now $149.95
Sony 30 watts per channel, digital,
video ready
Now $179.95

CHECK OUT THE
ULTIMATE HI Fl
VHS MACHINE!!
As always, the best in tapes,
turntables, cellular mobile
phones, headphones, speakers, and stereo systems.

Not responsible for typographical errors. We
reserve the right to limit quantities. No dealers. All
itefns subject to prior sale. No rainchecks. First
come, first served.

1955 BLACK ROCK TURNPIKE • FAIRFIELD 336-0114
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A look at our school with a European eye
by Einar Halvorsen

It has always been a dream for young people like myself to study abroad. It's a shame
this semester is over. I must go back to my
country, Norway. Norwegian law states
that we must enter the Army service. Sure,
I would have stayed if I could. In Norway
there are no chances to sign up for a couple
of semester courses. We have to attend college for at least four years. I happen to have
nice relatives who invited me to stay here
a half a year until the military duty calls.
Why Fairfield University? I studied a
selection of catalogues from different colleges. Most of these colleges offered what
I was looking for. I had a lot of choices;
my deciding factor was the TV movie
called, "Revenge of the Nerds." I had to
study in an environment where the students
live on campus. That is where the fun is!
Fairfield is the most beautiful college in
Connecticut, and I signed up for courses

in Marketing, German, and English as a second language. Although, the English
course was cancelledbecause I was the only
one who signecf up for it. I got a schedule
that everybody would love: Off Tuesday
and Thursday! My next step was to buy an
American car. This car became a semester
project for me. This involved a new motor, body-work, and paint. Unfortunately,I
cannot bring the car back to Norway because of tax which is three times more than
the value of the car, my Firebird is now for
sale.
The meeting with Fairfield: English is my
second language, and as a Norwegian, we
begin to learn it in the fourth grade, and continue for six years. My dictionary is a helping hand, but don't think all words are
explained there. Who can I ask, "Do you
speak Norwegian?" I have to read my homework three times before I understand most
of the reading. First I mark off the new
words, then go back and translate. Finally
I reread it for a third time and try to com-

prehend as much as I can. It is hard but I
have a lot of helpful friends.. .Thank you
guys!
The difference between Norway and the
USA —Americans are more friendly. I
mean, we Northwest European people are
afraid to open our mouths and say "Hi" to
a stranger. But here everybody everywhere:
"Hi there, what's up? How are you today?"-! enjoy that. It makes us, that are
not used to it, feel good. This also makes
it easier to get to know people.
Fashion: My country, as all of Europe,
is into French and Italian high fashion. We
use a lot more sharp colors. No chance I
would wear pink pants around here. You
would probably I am real strange. The last
few years Italian fashions have been made
available all over the East coast. You should
all go for it—it looks good on you. I am not
your advisor, but I see you with a European eye.
Let me tell you all about Norway - We
are only four million people in a country

that is narrow but as long as the distance
between New York City and Colorado.
Norway is located between the United
Kingdom and Sweden. We export mostly
fish and oil; but we are more known for the
Crazy Vikings, Leif Erikson, beautiful nature, Norwegian Caribbean Line, Grete
Waits (NYC marathon winner six times),
and beautiful tall blonde girls.
I will be back after a year in the Norwegian Army. In the meantime, I may be
sent North where I will have to play war
on the Russian border, or hopefully get into
the King's Guard's Orchestra and get to play
my "American Bach" trumpet. But I will be
back, maybe with Norwegian friends.
Special thanks to those who made this
year exciting for me:
Mr. Maizon
Dr. Bukvic
Dr. Cavallo
And all my American friends!!
Vi sees igjen

Hitting the books when the lights go out
by Sean R. O'Donnell

At this moment I am sitting in a plastic
chair in one of the many study lounges in
this university. It is well past midnight, and
a large portion of the campus population
have long since shed their jeans and books
for a pair of plaid pajamas and a soft pillow. I, however, have once again chosen
the early morning hours as the ideal time
to begin studying. I am unique in this aspect
of campus life, and I am often asked why
I forsake slumber for studying, my bed for
a book. I have several answers for these interrogators.
The primary reason for my late-night
studying is rather obvious. In a university
with thousands of students loaded with excess energy, quiet is a luxury. At almost
every hour of the day you will find a stereo
blaring, or perhaps a peanut butter fight in
the hall. The pressure of a classroom is pent
up throughout the day, and finally released
with resounding zeal in the dorms. The one

practice, however, which is shared by all
students at the same time is sleep. By 1:00
A.M., with the exception of those unlucky
students who have major exams the next
day, the university is asleep. It is at this time
that I seize upon the quiet, and am able to
do my work more effectively and efficiently.
The second reason I study at this late hour
comes as a result of my own weakness. The
noise in the dorms does not merely break
my concentration from studying. Rather,
it lures me to the source of this noise, and
before I know what has happened, I am in
the middle of a tag-team wresding bout with
Led Zeppelin blaring in the background.
I say to myself, "What would I rather be
doing, having fun or doing homework?" No
contest. Suddenly it is 11:57 P.M., and this
student has yet to put pen to paper. I have
no other resources but to throw on that pot
of coffee and hit the books.
There are, naturally, disadvantages to the
midnight study schedule. The obvious one

Crosswords
ACROSS
1 Ship channel
4 Scoff
9 Guido's high
note
12 The self
13 Raccoonlike
mammal
14 Males
15 Pekoe, e.g.
16 Greek mountain
17 Stop
18 Soiled
20 Parent: colloq.
21 Forenoon
23 Iplet
24 Ripe
28 Land measure
30 Apportioned
32 Periods of time
34 Sticky
35 Hindu queen
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Homesickness
Simple
Greek letter
A state: abbr.
Large bird
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Free Delivery to Commercial Accounts
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Shop the Holidays
in Fairfield Center

Lamy, Cross, Parker, and Sheaffer Pens
Nutcrackers, Ceramics, Ornaments,
Stocking Stutters, Hallmark Boxed Cards
Commercial Office Needs

DOWN

'

is less than clean. One never knows where
he will find a stray garbage can or a Calculus textbook. Due to the lack of radar in humans, it is usually the toe that discovers the
object first. This results in a primal scream
that shocks my roommate into consciousness. This of course, is what I was trying
to prevent in the first place. He then mutters several comments under his breath, that
sound like, "Of all the people I could have
had as a roommate, I get this..." I take this
as a hint that he is less than happy about
my late-night studies.
It is now 3:18 A.M. as I finish this essay, and I intend to move onto some history before I go to sleep. I believe I have found
a routine that will stay with me for much
of my college career.

'pcUnjtetd Sfatitotvu

36 Series of operations: pl.
39 Actor Linden
40 Kind of llama
41 Drunkard
43 French article
44 For example
45 Seat
47 Ache
50 Den
51 Japanese sash
54 Shade tree
55 A state
56 Deface
57 High mountain
58 Possessed
59 Organ of sight

1
2
3
4

is that sleep is a necessity of life. I often
find myself resembling one of the extras in
Night of the Living Deadas I drag myself
into Spanish seven minutes late. This ill is
easily cured by the wonder drug, caffeine.
The missed sleep is then made up by several naps throughout the day. I may not be
able to study with noise around me, but I
could sleep through the Apocalypse.
The second disadvantage is less obvious.
It is what I like to refer to as the Stubbed
Toe Syndrome. When I do return back to
my room for a few hours of sleep before
class, my roommate has long since fallen
prey to the Sandman. Being the courteous
friend that I am, I stumble through the darkness to ready myself for bed. As is the case
in most rooms of college males, the floor

wreath
11 Emmet
17 Country of
Africa
19 Negative prefix
20 Moccasin
21 Genus of heaths
22 Ethical
24 Illicit liquor
25 A state
26 Pertaining to
the kidneys
27 Roman official
29 Wet
31 Piece of cut
timber
33 Country of
Europe
37 Tennis score
38 Floated in air
42 Agave plant
45 Son of Adam
46 European
capital
47 Edible seed
48 Everyone
49 Demon
50 Ordinance
52 Body of water
53 Anger
55 A state: abbr.

1533 POST RD., FAIRFIELD • 255-2444
10% discount with Fairfield University ID
Eileen & Jack Ciarletto's

KITCHEN

Shop Early For Your Folks Back Home!

HOLIDAY SPECIALS
CUTLERY — UP TO 25% OFF
Henckels Four Star Sets
Gerber 3 Piece Starter Sets
Henckels Steak Knife Sets

R

PLUS
Receive a free bottle of French Sparkling Juice with each
purchase of a Bourgeat Wine Cooler!
Now $13.95
Reg. $16.95
Holiday Hours: Open Sundays 12-5 pm
December 9 Open Monday-Friday 9:30-8 pm • Saturday til 6 pm
2359 Black Rock Turnpike, Fairfield

374-1118
Monday-Saturday 9:30-6, Friday til 7
70% Discount with Fairfield U.I.D.
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Ed Home and Tom McKeonTwo Unsinkable Captains on Ice

Why rag
on Stags
too soon?

by Kerin Scahill

To the editor:
Why? Before the basketball season even
had a chance to get off the ground, it has
been grounded. Just as a breath of hope was
breathed into the souls of all Fairfield fans,
Dave DeFusco loomed like a black cloud
in print.
Alright, enough of the sweet talk, lets talk
facts, Dave. About Delhousie not being a
"worthy" opponent, WRONG! You disappoint us, Dave. Delhousie, one of the top
four Canadian teams, happened to be 2-2
on their pre-season southern swing. Their
sloppiness might be attributed to the fact
that they have only played four games so
far this year. How about that, Dave? Maybe
in 86-87 we'll bring in the Celtics. Would
that make you happy, Dave?
How about the fact that there is "no fire
in their eyes" this year? While you were
toasty under your blankets at six o'clock every morning, our "stoic" Stags were adding
another mile to their intense running schedule. I don't know, is this a lack of enthusiasm? Is this what you mean by "flat"?
How about three hour practices every day
for the last month and a half plus a training
program over the summer? Next year
they're thinking of sitting on their asses all
year perfecting their high five and low five
drills.. .just to make Dave DeFusco happy.
Dave, did you ever think that your little
piece of art might get outside the confines
of our pretty little campus? Mull this over
Dave. Iona craves for tasty little tidbits like
this to send to potential Fairfield recruits.
Tell us, Dave, what kind of impact would
this article have on you as a high school
senior? Choosing a school without "electricity" wasn't one of our prerequisites.
Dave, is it your intention to impair our
program?
So Dave, let's leave the emotional outbursts, high fives and terrible towels to the
faithful Fairfield fans. The Stags have
enough to worry about with their challenging schedule this year, let's not put more
obstacles in their way.
Chris Cook '88
Greg Germain '88

A decidedly positive, team-oriented attitude; that's the key to being a good captain and it couldn't be exemplified better
than in Tom McKeon and Ed Home.
Both seniors, these two are the cocaptains of the hockey team this year.
Selected last spring by their own teammates, none were surprised by the announcement. Both Tom and Ed have been
on the team since freshman year and have
always shown enthusiasm and support not
only for their own linesmen but for everyone on the team.
Tom, measuring in at 5'10", 165 pounds,
comes from North Haven. He is majoring
in Business Management and hopes one day
to run his own business.
He has been one of the top scorers on the
team since his freshman year, and last yesr
he led the team with 23 goals and 27 assists. This season, he will be centering the
first line with Tom Festa and Frank Messi-

Why not
tell it-like
it is?
Editor's note:
My analyses of the basketball team or any
team, for that matter, are sincere, honest
attempts at telling you, the readers, what's
happening with our teams. Any less of an
.effort on my part would be shortchanging
you.
As for my part in the subversion of our
basketball program, I think that's a little
ridiculous. Mitch Buonaguro and the performance of the team will determine
whether Fairfield is the best choice for a
high school senior.
As for being an 'obstacle,' I don't think
you understand the proper role of my position. I must report what I see. I can't yield
to pressure from those who want to hear
only positive things.
In writing these articles I don't expect
everyone to agree with me - you're entitled
to your own opinion. I encourage it.

na at right and left wing, respectively.
Ed stands at 5'6", 165 pounds and his
hometown is Westwood, N.J. He is currently an English major at Fairfield but he
is undecided as to what he will do when he
graduates. He is the center of the third line
flanked by Paul Fabbri and Mike Fitzgerald.
Above all though, the new team attitude
shines through. Ed says, "We know we
don't have as much experience, so we tend
to work harder. Many of the guys coming
When asked about the strengths of the
team, defense; especially the new talent
brought in by Mark McGowan, Paul Bernardi, Hank Nowak, Art Ward(who also
will be seen playing offense this season),
and Greg Field, was the first thing mentioned. "If we can keep the goals out of the
net, we won't have to worry as much about
scoring," was Ed's comment on the defense.
In terms of weaknesses, experience and
depth were the two main things cited. Depth
is definitely lacking this year as there isn't
enough strong back up produced by the
other lines. Quite often the first line is called
upon by the coach, Dr. McCarthy to play
their regular shift, the powerplays and when
we're shorthanded, even if it's all within a
matter of minutes. This is too much to ex^
pect from any one line. But hopefully, as
time goes on and more experience is gained
by the freshmen, depth will also be increased.
back decided after last year to have a better
attitude and this is the key." Adding to this,
Tom stressed that everyone is in better
shape. He indicated many factors as the
cause behind this; "we began running this
year 5 days a week, and ran for a month.
We also now have 2 1/2-3 hour practices
which has really helped. We practice more
this year than any year in the past."
Do they feel they make a difference as
captains? "I'd like to think so," was Ed's reply. Tom felt they definitely did and that
he could see it reflected in the players by
the serious way in which they took things
surrounding the team. "In the past, kids used
to blow off practice for no reason, but now
they miss only if they have a valid excuse
and they usually apologize for missing.,"
After talking to a few of the players, I
realized that Tom and Ed do indeed have

a considerable influence on the team. The
few that I spoke with had nothing but positive phrases to describe the two as captains.
Sophomore, John Cardinali who is a starting goalie, stated, "Ed and Tom do a good
job, they complement one another and we
do listen to both of them.
John himself has done very well this far
in the season as in the first two games.
Alone, he made an inconceivable 95 saves.
Without him standing guard at net, it is a
given that Fairfield would've lost by far
greater margins.
First linesman, Frank Messina, also a
sophomore, reiterated what John said and
added, "they're great as captains but they
should get more upset with us when we
don't play well." Messina agreed with Tom
and Ed that the team attitude is greatly improved this season as compared with last
year. He attributed much of this due to their
input.
Both are happy to be captains and see
their job as multifaceted. "I think it's important in that we are helping out the younger players and we are showing leadership,"
Ed commented. Tom, on the other hand
stressed that they also acted as a "gobetween" for the team in helping offer their
suggestions to the coach.
As content as they are with being captains, they frequently run into disturbing situations. "When the team plays below what
they're capable of ," was Tom's quick reply to the question of what frustrated him
the most. This seems to be the biggest
problem that must be overcome this season, as in the last 3 games the Stags have
not played up to their full potential. In their
first match against St. John's and their most
recent defeat from Stonehill, this very evident lack of effort was the deciding factor
in both losses.
Ed and Tom's goal is to motivate the players and get them "pumped up " enough to
exert themselves to their greatest capacity,
which with the talent on the team will hopefully overpower many of their opponents.
They emphasized that "everyone works well
together," and this should be a positive influence. "We're playing hockey because we
like to play and we like who we're playing
with," was part of Ed's insight into the workings of the team.

m

Luigi's Restaurant & Pizzeria
AWARD WINNING PIZZA

Try.
• Shrimp Dinners
• Eggplant Parmigiana
• Chicken Piccata
■ Veal Cutlet Parmigiana
And of course, all types of
ttaBan pasta dishes

&f"H

170 Post Road—259-7816
FULL LIQUOR LICENSE

CLOTHING
O
1434 Post Road,
Fairfield.

10% FairfloW University Discount

10% Off With Ad

ALL WE DELIVER
5l/\R
ht ft

NFL HALF-TIME PLATTERS "
Soups, Stews, Chili
OPEN LATE FINALS WEEK

Coffee, Tea, Bagels, Hard Rolls, Newspapers
Donuts, Danish, Muffins, Soda and Cigarettes

PEWTER
TANKARDS
Reg. »18.50
FOR ONE WEEK ONLY

1779 Post Rd., Fairfield

259"0099

door knockers
pewter figurines
pewter and stlverplated holloware
pewter and sterling silver |«welry
identification bracelets
picture frames
bracelets
executive gifts
lockets
men's tewelry
acrylic gifts
license plates
baby gifts
lighters
plaques
desk sets
trophies

SnflravctGWorld
S16.00 WITH COPY
OF THIS AD

1555 Post Road, Fairfield Center
255-4432 Mon.-Sat. 10-9
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Sports

This Week in Sports - All Games are Home

14th/Saturday
Men's Basketball—STAGS vs. Dartmouth, 7:30 p.m.

4th/Saturday7January
Ice Hockey—STAGS vs. Fitchburg, 8 p.m., Bpt.

23rd/Monday
Men's Basket—STAGS vs. Marist, 8 p.m.

8th/Wednesday
Men's Basketball—STAGS vs. Syracuse (at New Haven
Coliseum) 8 p.m.

30th/Monday
Women's Basketball—STAGS vs. Northwestern, 7 p.m.

One of these Days...

Ice Hockey—STAGS vs. lona, 8 p.m., Bpt.
Women's Basketball—STAGS vs. New Hampshire, 5:30
11th/Saturday
Ice Hockey—STAGS vs. Skidmore, 8 p.m.
Men's Swimming—STAGS vs. St. Peter's, 1 p.m.

Gromos, although doing a very credible job
at center, belongs at forward and the ur14th/Tuesday
This will be the scene a few years from gent need for a healthy Andy Woodtli to
now. Mitch Buonaguro will sit back, loos- step forward. The Stags were outreboundWomen's Basket—LADY STAGS vs. St. Peter's, 7 p.m.
en his tie, rest his feet on his desk, and ed 40-31, the frontline being outreboundmaneuver a long, fat cigar from his sport ed 23-13. The Stag offense five feet in was
15th/Wednesday
coat bought just for the occasion. The press nonexistent. This intimidation was due to
Men's Basketball—STAGS vs. St. Peter's, 8 p.m.
will be there, jockeying for the best camera burly Rodney Blake who at 6'8' 250 blocked
angles, their cameras rolling, bulbs flash- four shots.
Men's & Women's Swimming—vs. Merchant Marine, 6 p.m.
The game opened with a St. Joe's six
ing, each asking a question a little louder
poimt run which would set the tone for the
than the other.
'How does it feel to win the MA AC,' one game. A Brian Leahy lay up opened the
scoring. A Gromos deflected shot inside fell
reporter will ask.
'Have you talked to Rollie,' another one short giving the Hawks the ball. Dave Slattery canned a 15 footer from the key made
interjects.
Mass confusion. Mass excitement. it 4-0. An offensive foul on Chip Simenz
Buonaguro just sits back absorbing the ons- negated a Yerina baseline jumper. Fairfield
laught of inquiries with jovial indifference. regained the ball on a missed St. Joe's shot
His wife and kids stand behind him, smil- but turned it over when a George pass sailed
ing. The First Family of Fairfield U.. off Gromos' hands on a fastbreak. The Stags
Reporters cover every angle. They ask Mrs. regained the ball, yet again, but were
Buonaguro what it's like to be married to burned on a Geoff Arnold fastbreak layup
Mitch. She says she is proud. She says all off a difficult, missed underhanded layup
the things the proud wife of a winner is sup- from the baseline from Simenz. Fairfield
quickly called timeout at 17:01. ^
posed to say.
A Gromos spin in the lane broke a 3:30
Mitch blurts out one-liners. The press
chuckles. It's his day. Everyone laughs at dry spell, but a Rodney Blake 10 foot turhis jokes today. Then the jubilant head naround, 2 missed Yerina jumpers, and a
coach will start his obligatory post game tipin by Slattery off a Blake missed layup
victory speech. His speech isn't unique. He made the score 10-2 with 14:52 to play.
A Gromos 12 footer was countered by
will say the same words every coach in his
position has said before. He will thank his a Slattery jumper from the baseline, and a
wife. He will thank his assistants. He will Blake turnaround over Gromos extended
thank Al Kelley. He will thank the cheer- the Hawks lead to 14-4 with 12:23 to play.
The Stags then ran off six staight. A nice
leaders. He will thank everyone.
baseline move by Yerina, a Gromos turThen, Mitch Buonaguro's voice will be- naround in the lane (what he does best), and
come serious. There will be a hush. He will a George fastbreak layup off a Wynder feed
reflect. He will remember the bad times. closed the gap to four, 14-10 with 7:35 to
The humiliating defeats. The frustrations. play.
The road to victory wasn't a rosey one,' he
Four points would be as close as the Stags
will say. He will remember the infancy of would get for the rest of the game. Despite
his head coaching days and the growing an F.U. trap on the St. Joe's guards in the
pains the F.U. basketball program endured first half, James Flint would go on to score
to get where it is. He will remember games 12 points on a combination of long range
against teams such as St. Joseph's.
bombs and easy layups. Tony George start-'
This game was decided in the first half. ed to emerge as the leader for the Stags he
The Stags fell behind by ten due to a leader- was in the second half by scoring seven
less offense. Fairfield was hesitant on points in the last seven minutes. The half
offense- A.J. Wynder, Ed Golden, Chip ended with Fairfield down 33-23.
Simenz, and Tom Squeri combined for 16
The second half saw St. Joe's lead bloat
attempted shots, 6 points, and 89 minutes to seventeen at one point and visible frusof playing time. When the Stags did take tration emerge on the faces of players and Tony George scores 27 in losing cause, St. Joe's 72—Fairfield 59.
[Photo by Remy Steiner]
the shots in the first half, they clanged the impatience on the part of Fairfield fans.
rims at 9 for 22 from the field, or 41 %. Fair This half saw Tony George take charge for
field would have to wait for the second half the Stags as a leader of the team. George
for Tony George to emerge, but it would finished the lost cause shooting 53% from
be too late. Besides Gromos' relatively quiet the floor (10-19) with 27 points. Playing
17 points, the rest of the Stags' offense was the full 40 George scrapped, and showed
The Fairfield University Fencing club Stulb and Bruce Howard registered victofair.
his leadership by not being tentative around
battled
with the Worcester Polytech Tech- ries. Sophomore Jeff Williams, who didn't
This game also exposed the fact that Jeff the perimeter.
nicians on Saturday, November 16. The win a match last year, won his second match
fencing club was decimated by graduation of the season. Scott MacDonald had a tough
last year. Only four starters returned to this 5-4 loss.
year's line-up. However, the fencing club
The Epee team had a rough day up in
was able to win one out of three events Worcester. Captain Lee (Pavaroti) Hilgartagainst a strong WPI team.
ner scored the only Fairfield victory. Dan
Continued from page 11
forth? The choice is yours.
Radford
and Joseph (Wild Man) Reiter lost
These two dedicated and hard-working
If the players come back next semester,
Fairfield drew first blood in the Saber their matches by very small margins.
having made the captains' goals for the team players deserve a great deal of credit for event. Don (Fig) Newton and Keith (Killer)
On a very positive note, three female
their own, they do have a very good chance what they've done for the team thus far and Kollar, known as the Bruise Brothers, each fencers went to Worcester to compete in exof winning more than half of their games what they will continue to do the remainder registered two victories. Both fencers were hibition marches. Kelly (Best of the West)
and perhaps gaining for themselves a berth of the season. One feasible reward for all lauded after the meet by several WPI
of their hard work will be to have a good fencers for damaging the captain of the team Comcowich and Mary O'Malley put up
in the playoffs.
strong efforts against their male opponents.
BUT, I do not live in a dream world and season and to make the playoffs, a feat who was a very unsportsmanlike charac- However, Mary (those guys made me mad)
which
has
yet
to
accomplished
by
the
Fairrealize that only with every player's cooperter. Their captain, J.C. Lopez, reacted to Morris scored the only Women's victory of
ation and best effort will the Stags have a field University Hockey Team.
a questionable call by removing his mask, the day. She valiantly dueled her male opAs Ed pointed out, "In Division III, any- throwing his saber and swearing at the offiwinning season. So, what do you say guys?
ponent to a 4-4 tie and beat him handily on
Are you going to capitalize on the new thing could happen in any one game." With cial. Mr. Lopez lost the point and the match the next point.
team-oriented attitude and play up to the this thought in mind and strong leadership to Don Newton. Rookie Bill (Video Master)
The Fencing Club is looking forward to
potential your captains know that you're provided by Tom McKeon and Ed Home, Whelan won his first fencing victory to its next meet against SMU and UMASS on
capable of? Or are you going to let the sea- the hockey team just could conceivably round out the saber event.
December 7. Total victory will soon be
son slide by with only minimal effort put have a complete turn around.
In the foil event rookies Charles P.R. ours.
\
by Dave DeFusco

Fencer's Foiled

Captains on Ice

